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Abstract 
 This doctoral thesis is dedicated to the synthesis and characterization of novel 
functionalized hybrid structures for biomedical purposes. The systems reported in this work 
can be subdivided into the two main groups: natural-based materials and synthetic 
amphiphilic block copolymers. Both groups were studied as perspective theranostic agents for 
medical applications. In the first group, natural polysaccharides glycogen and mannan were 
selected as starting materials for preparation of novel nanoconjugates that exhibit ability for 
multimodal imaging in vivo. Because grafting of natural macromolecules with synthetic 
polymers generally slows down the biodegradation rate, both polysaccharides were modified 
in two different ways to form nanoprobes with or without poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)s 
chains. The prepared nanoconjugates were functionalized with N-hydroxysuccinimide-
activated fluorescence and magnetic resonance imaging labels. The resulting materials were 
tested both in vitro and in vivo and were shown to be completely biocompatible, 
biodegradable and to exhibit some extra benefits in terms of their practical usage in 
biomedicine. Glycogen was functionalized with allyl and propargyl groups with following 
freeze-drying from aqueous solutions to form nano- and microfibrous materials. The presence 
of both double and triple bonds ensures the possibility of electron radiation crosslinking and 
modification of resulting polymer with biologically active molecules, respectively. The 
obtained self-assembled structures reveal a great perspective for wound healing application. 
 The second part of this thesis is devoted to the preparation and characterization of 
novel amphiphilic diblock copolymers as a model for studying the micellar behaviour of the 
complex self-assembled architectures with stimuli-responsive properties. Nitroxide-mediated 
radical polymerization was used for the synthesis of well-defined diblock copolymers of 
styrene (S) and 2-dimethylaminoethyl acrylate (DMAEA), where the first block consisted of 
gradient copolymer of the two monomers and the second one was a homopolymer of 
DMAEA. As a result, due to the pH- and temperature-responsiveness of DMAEA units, 
polycationic amphiphilic block copolymers capable of reversible self-assembling behaviour 
were obtained. Moreover, one chosen copolymer was modified using thiol-ene click reaction 
and further functionalized with fluorescence label in order to perform the in vitro examination 
and to study its potential for biomedical applications. 

All the prepared polymers were characterized using a wide range of methods, 
including 1H magnetic resonance and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopies, size 
exclusion chromatography and dynamic light scattering. Additionally, for the amphiphilic 
diblock copolymers small angle neutron scattering was performed to study their solution 
behaviour. 

Keywords: nanomedicine, polysaccharides, glycogen, mannan, nitroxide-mediated radical 
polymerization, amphiphilic block copolymers, self-assembling.  
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Abstrakt 
 Tato dizertační práce se věnuje syntéze a charakterizaci nových hybridních 

struktur využitelných v biomedicíně. Tyto systémy jsou zde rozděleny do dvou hlavních 
skupin: modifikované přírodní polymery a syntetické amfifilní blokové kopolymery, přičemž 
obě tyto skupiny byly studovány jako potenciální theranostická činidla pro medicinální 
aplikace. Co se týče první skupiny, přírodní polysacharidy glykogen a manan byly vybrány 
jako výchozí materiály pro přípravu nových nanokonjugátů, určených pro multimodální 
zobrazení in vivo. Protože roubování polysacharidů pomocí syntetických polymerů obecně 
zpomaluje biodegradační procesy, oba polysacharidy byly modifikovány dvěma různými 
způsoby tak, aby vytvořily „nanosondy“, přičemž jeden způsob využíval roubování pomocí 
poly(2-methyl-2-oxazolinu). Připravené nanokonjugáty byly funkcionalizovány pomocí N-
hydroxysukcimidového esteru, díky čemuž výsledné materiály nesly fluorescenční značku a 
značku pro magnetickou rezonanci. Finální materiály byly testovány in vitro a in vivo, 
přičemž bylo zjištěno, že jsou plně biokompatibilní a biodegradovatelné a zároveň vykazují 
užitečné vlastnosti pro praktické využití v biomedicíně. Glykogen byl modifikován tak, aby 
nesl allylové a propargylové skupiny, a poté byl lyofilizován z vodného roztoku, aby mohl 
vytvořit nano- a mikrovláknitý materiál. Přítomnost dvojných vazeb v jeho struktuře zajistila 
možnost zesít’ování pomocí β-záření a k tomu přítomnost trojných vazeb umožnila 
modifikaci tohoto polymeru pomocí biologicky aktivních molekul. Získané samouspořádané 
struktury byly shledány jako velmi perspektivní materiály pro hojení ran. 
 Druhá část této práce se zabývá přípravou a charakterizací nových amfifilních 
diblokových kopolymerů, které slouží jako modely pro studium samouspořádaných komplexů 
citlivých na vnější podněty. Pro syntézu definovaného diblokového kopolymeru styrenu (S) a 
2-dimethylaminoethyl akrylátu (DMAEA) byla použita řízená radikálová polymerizace, 
přičemž první syntetizovaný blok byl gradientový kopolymer obou monomerů a druhý 
syntetizovaný blok byl homopolymer DMAEA. Výsledný diblokový polykationtový 
kopolymer vykazoval reverzibilní chování při změně pH a teploty, což je způsobeno tím, že 
samotný DMAEA je citlivý na vnější podněty. Nakonec byl vybrán kopolymer 
s nejužitečnějšími vlastnostmi a jeho potenciál pro biomedicínské aplikace byl studován in 
vitro. 
 Všechny připravené polymery byly charakterizovány pomocí široké škály metod – 
1H nukleární magnetické rezonance, infračervené spektroskopie, gelové permeační 
chromatografie či dynamického rozptylu světla. Navíc roztoky amfifilních diblokových 
kopolymerů byly studovány pomocí maloúhlového neutronového rozptylu. 

Klíčová slova: nanomedicína, polysacharidy, glycogen, manan, řízená radikálová 
polymerizace, amfifilní blokové kopolymery, samouspořádání.  
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1. Introduction 

Generally nanomaterials are made of inorganic (semiconductors, metals, their oxides 
and alloys)1-3 or organic (polymers, phospholipids, etc.) compounds. A vast number of current 
researches in macromolecular science are dedicated to perspective materials for preparation of 
new nanoscale structures for biomedical applications. These substances could be of synthetic, 
natural or hybrid (consisting of both natural and synthetic components) origin. Each type of 
these materials has its benefits and drawbacks, but the most clever and reasonable approach 
lies in using all advantages of natural polymers and adjusting their properties according to the 
actual needs by combining them with synthetic polymers. Such hybrid substances exhibit 
biocompatibility and biodegradability and, at the same time, possess a wide range of possible 
chemical modifications for better defined structures. Moreover, an additional decoration of 
these hybrid materials with appropriate active compound, i.e., drug, genetic material, dye, 
contrast agent etc., opens an endless source of new biodegradable systems for medical 
purposes. Design and preparation of drug delivery systems, development of new diagnostic 
nanoprobes and preparation of different scaffolds and healing systems for tissue engineering 
(TE), are the main branches in the wide field of nanomedicine4. 

Drug delivery systems or diagnostic probes intended for medical application have to 
fulfil certain requirements. First of all, nanostructures have to be biodegradable, 
biocompatible, and non-toxic. Second, the material should be present at the site of desired 
action in sufficiently high concentration and for the appropriate period of time. In preparation 
of any functional nanomaterial intended for biomedical uses the selection of appropriate 
precursor plays a critical role. It determines not only physico-chemical properties of final 
nanostructure, but also regulates its interaction with biological systems. Among the variety of 
materials used in drug delivery nanomedicine, a special place is dedicated to natural polymers 
due to their abundance in nature, good biocompatibility, biodegradability and ability for easy 
modifications. The majority of new systems created for nanomedicine using natural polymers 
are based on the proteins and polysaccharides5-8. In the last decade, an enormously high 
interest was devoted to preparation of drug delivery systems (DDS) and different diagnostic 
probes on the base of biodegradable polysaccharides5,9,10. Despite the beneficial properties of 
glycogen (GG) it is still underused for the purposes of biomedicine with only a few published 
studies on the topic, e.g. GG has been used for coating of gold nanoparticles and to form 
hydrogels by enzymatic modification with amylose11. Therefore, in this thesis glycogen was 
selected as a platform for preparation and characterization of the novel hybrid nanostructures 
for application in biomedicine as a dual modal contrast agent for fluorescence imaging (FLI) 
and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (with a perspective use in drug delivery and 
diagnostic filed of biomedicine). In addition, recently our group reported on GG fibrous 
structure formed by simple freeze-drying of its aqueous solution. A fibrous nature of materials 
to be used for scaffold preparation is especially advantageous for wound healing dressings 
due to the extremely high porosity and permeability. The ability of GG to form fibers by 
freeze-drying its aqueous solution was used in this thesis for preparation of the new 
perspective materials for regenerative medicine. 

Mannan (MN) is another biocompatible, biodegradable, non-toxic polysaccharide, 
which, due to the presence of large number of hydroxyl groups in its structure, can be easily 
modified to achieve the desired properties. MN is a promising candidate for the development 
of new polysaccharide-based nanocarriers for biomedical applications due to specific property 
to target immune cells12 that exhibits extra advantages for investigation of pathological 
processes and development of corresponding therapies. In particular, MN–based materials are 
expected to possess benefits for diagnosis of the sentinel lymph nodes and inflammations 
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which are heavily infiltrated with macrophages and dendritic cells. Thus, MN was selected as 
a precursor for development of new multimodal contrasts for lymph nodes visualization. 

Moreover, in the area of drug delivery, nanoparticles prepared by self-assembly of 
synthetic amphiphilic block copolymers were also proved to be fully competitive. This field 
benefits from the most advanced synthetic developments. Using existing controlled 
polymerization methods, a big variety of amphiphilic and stimuli-responsive polymers were 
prepared in the last decade13. Supramolecular nanostructures that are formed by self-
assembling of material’s building blocks through non-covalent interactions are intensively 
studied nowadays as an extremely promising candidate for different therapeutic purposes14-16. 
Nanoassemblies formed by amphiphilic block copolymers are well known as perspective 
platforms for cancer diagnosis and therapy because of their relatively small size, high loading 
capacity and prolonged blood circulation17. Preparation of the novel nanostructures with a 
more advanced architecture for possible controlled drug release is, therefore, one of the main 
topics in nanomedicine18. In this thesis a model for studying the micellar behaviour of the 
complex self-assembled architectures with stimuli-responsive properties was prepared and 
characterized. 

Therefore, this work is focused on the development of novel nanomaterials for both 
diagnostic and therapy, using natural nano-scaled materials and self-assembled nanostructures 
prepared from polymers of both synthetic and biological origin. 

2. Aims of the thesis 
The main goal of the work was the development of new functionalized hybrid 

materials based on both natural and synthetic made polymers as theranostic agents for 
biomedical applications. 

The specific goals of the thesis were the following: 
1. Synthesis and characterization of new hybrid copolymers based on biodegradable 

polysaccharides, which can be potentially used for the diagnostics and therapeutics of 
cancer. As the precursors for this purpose two polysaccharides were chosen: glycogen 
and mannan. 

2. Preparation of a new biodegradable glycogen-based hybrid functional material to be used 
in tissue engineering. 

3. Preparation of the novel diblock stimuli-responsible nanocontainers based on styrene and 
2-(dimethylamino)ethyl acrylate, which can be used in biomedicine for delivery of active 
payload. 

3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Polysaccharide-based conjugates for drug delivery and diagnostic purposes 

3.1.1. Glycogen-based hybrid complexes for cancer diagnostic and therapeutic purposes 

The preparation of dual modal contrast agents from GG were done according to 
Scheme 1. The glycogen-graft-poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)s (denoted as GG-POX) were 
prepared analogously to the previously described procedure19. The 2-methyl-2-oxazoline was 
polymerized by cationic polymerization initiated with allyl bromide and then its living ends 
were terminated by separately prepared glycogen sodium alkoxide. The molecular weight of 
poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) (POX) grafts was determined by mass spectrometry after 
termination of active chains with water: number-average molecular weight Mn = 672 g/mol, 
polydispersity Ð = Mw/Mn = 1.11, where Mw is the weight-average molecular weight. The 
formed GG-POX contained vinyl groups that were then further reacted with cysteamine by 
ultraviolet (UV)-initiated thiol-ene “click” chemistry to introduce primary amino groups to 
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glycogen conjugates. The latest were subsequently marked with different fluorescent dyes, 
resulting in fluorescent glycogen conjugates for both in vitro and in vivo imaging. The 
structure of conjugates was confirmed by 1H, 13C NMR and Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) 
spectroscopies. 
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Scheme 1. Synthesis path for glycogen modification with poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline). 

Characterization of the GG-based nanostructures in terms of their hydrodynamic 
diameter (Dhyd) and ζ-potential (ZP) in solution was done by dynamic light scattering (DLS) 
and electrophoretic mobility measurements, respectively. For these experiments, the neat GG 
and the all synthesized conjugates were dissolved in aqueous or phosphate buffer saline (PBS) 
medium at concentration 1 mg/mL. The performed chemical modification of neat GG 
increased its Dhyd from 54 to 79 nm in the case of aqueous solution and from 49 to 77 nm in 
the case of PBS solution (Table 1). This increase in hydrodynamic size can be explained by 
the presence of ionic groups, originating from dansyl (Ds), fluorescein 5-isothiocyanate 
(FITC), DOTA or infrared (IR) complexes in the structure of final conjugates, which leads to 
the mutual repulsion between the same charged moieties and, as a result, in more expanded 
conformation of macromolecules. Moreover, the changes in ZP values for each product 
confirm the successful modification of neat polysaccharide. When PBS was used as a solvent, 
the presence of counter ion layer led to the significant decrease of ZP of all probes and slight 
decrease of Dhyd values compared to those in the water (Table 1). 

Table 1. Hydrodynamic diameter and ζ-potential of the final GG-based conjugates 
obtained by DLS and electrophoretic mobility measurements, respectively. 

Sample 
Dhyd, nm ζ-potential, mV 

PBS H2O PBS H2O 
GG 49 54 -2.5 -4.5 
GG_POX-1_Ds 61 68 -1.4 -7.7 
GG_POX-3_Ds 70 79 -4.8 -45.2 
GG_Dy615 66 79 0 25 
GG_DOTA-Gd_Dy615 60 72 -10.5 40.2 
GG_POX-1_FITC 55 58 -3 -36.6 
GG_IR_DOTA-Gd 60 79 3.4 43.8 
GG_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd 77 79 -3.3 7.8 

 



 
 

First biological experiments were focused on the dependence of endocytosis rate on 

functionalization degree of polysaccharide with synthetic polymer grafts should affect the 
the obtained results shows slower 

uptake of GG with POX in the structure compared to the non-
content of polyoxazoline chains leads to the further decrease in endocytosis rate  because 
grafted POX chains make the glycogen core more hidden for cells. These results are in a good 
agreement with the previous studies reported in literature focused on dextrin 
where dextrin with a higher level of modification shows slower biodegradation rate . 
Decreased rate of GG uptake with a higher content of POX may also contribute to prolonged 
blood circulation that brings additional benefits for the preparation of long time circulating 
contrast agents. 

A classic colorimetric assay using 3- -dimethylthiazol-2-yl)- -diphenyl-
tetrazolium bromide (MTT) dye was used to study toxicity of our polymers. The test showed 
non-toxicity of all used concentrations of GG-POX-1-FIT
were similar to the control cells. The viability for cells incubated with unmodified glycogen 
was also not affected during the study.  the 
non-toxicity of native glycogen as well as of the prepared GG-based conjugates. 

After in vitro with fluorescent label  
GG-Gd_Dy615  was administered into experimental animals for investigation of in vivo 
distr degradation and elimination of conjugates using optical imaging. Average radiant 
efficiency in case of experimental mice was by one order higher compared to the negative 
control (Figure 1 in 24 hours after administration of GG-based conjugates 
fluorescence the signal was still detectable (Figure 1B). 

 
Figure 1. (A) The time dependence of fluorescence signals 

after i.v. application of GG-Dy615 in comparison with the negative controls – the mice 
without application of GG-Dy615. (B) Example of fluorescence signal changes in the time 
from one mice after i.v. application of GG-Dy615. 

Preliminary biological results indicated -
toxicity of the prepared GG-based hybrid materials. Higher content of polyoxazoline chains in 
the synthesized materials slowed down cellular uptake. Low colocalization of the GG-based 
probes with lysosomes was observed  confirming that modified glycogen is degraded in the 
same way as the endogenous one. 

The possibility of following the administrated nanoconjugates by both FLI and MRI 
techniques and successful results of our preliminary biological study on the GG-based 
materials encouraged us to perform another experiment on tumour-bearing rats. For this 
experiment two GG-based nanoconjugates were synthesized by the same approach mentioned 
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above with the only difference of using near infrared dye (IR800CW) instead of Dy615 to 
incorporate fluorescence label in the structure of polysaccharide derivatives. The prepared 
materials were denoted as GG_IR_DOTA-Gd and GG_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd for the one 

 
respectively. The content of IR dye was determined spectrophotometrically in water and was 
found to be 0.5 and 0.  μmol/g in the GG_IR_DOTA-Gd and GG_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd 

y 
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry and was found to be 0.26 and 0.2 mmol/g for 
GG_IR_DOTA-Gd and GG_POX_IR_DOTA- . 

In order to investigate the multi imaging properties of prepared GG-based conjugates 
carrying in vitro experiment on phantoms was performed. 
Relaxivity of GG_IR_DOTA-Gd probe was higher compared to commercially available 
gadoterate  GG_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd exhibited lower values 
(Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2. (A) Fluorescent and T1-weighted MR images of the glycogen-based probes 

without (GG_IR_DOTA-Gd) and with oxazoline (GG_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd) compared to 
gadoterate meglumine (GM). (B) Relaxivities r1 of the tested probes measured at 0.5 T. 

Tumours were induced in Rowett Nude (RNU) rats by subcutaneous injection of 
6) above the hind leg. After the GG_IR_DOTA-

Gd GG_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd in the 
organ was negligible. Increase of MR signal in liver and kidneys was higher for GG compared 
to GG_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd the fluorescence signal of GG_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd 
was higher than those of GG_IR_DOTA-Gd. Visualized accumulation of all probes in tumour 
tissue can be seen in Figure 3A  the contrast to noise 
ratio (CNR) from GG_IR_DOTA-Gd and GG_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd 
the signal of GM (0.02 mmol/kg) decreased (Figure 3B). 

Therefore the obtained results revealed suitable properties of the novel glycogen-
including the tumour-targeting character. The 

MR signal increment in tumours was long-lasting with the higher contrast increase of 
GG_IR_DOTA-Gd and GG_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd 
accumulation by enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect. The modification with 
polyoxazoline chains resulted in slower elimination rate of the GG_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd that 
increased probability of accumulation in the tumour tissue by low uptake of 
GG_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd into organs compared to GG_IR_DOTA-Gd. The obtained results 
confirmed a high potential of the prepared probes for tumour diagnosis and treatment. 
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Figure 3. (A) MR images and corresponding CNR maps (inserts) values of tumour 
tissue after administration of glycogen-based probes; (B) Calculated CNR values of tumours 
at various time points after injection of the glycogen-based probes and GM. 

3.1.2. Mannan-based conjugates for multimodal imaging 

During this work, the natural biodegradable polysaccharide mannan (MN) was 
modified in two different ways to obtain conjugates bearing a fluorescent label and a MRI 
contrast probe. The first approach was devoted to the synthesis of polysaccharide-based 
conjugate without POX in the structure (Scheme 2A). The modification procedure was started 
by alkylation reaction of commercial mannan (from Saccharomyces cerevisiae) with allyl 
bromide followed with the thiol-ene click chemistry reaction with cysteamine, using 2-
hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone as an initiator under UV irradiation. The obtained primary 
amino groups containing mannan was then conjugated with N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) 
esters of infrared dye (IR800CW) and 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic 
acid (DOTA) chelator. Finally, the product was subjected to react with gadolinium (III) 
chloride to chelate Gd3+ ions, resulting in the mannan-based conjugate with the fluorescence 
and MR imaging labels, denoted as MN_IR_DOTA-Gd. 

The second synthetic path was focused on the preparation of mannan-based conjugate 
with grafted POX chains (Scheme 2B), which would prolong the biodegradation of the final 
hybrid structure compared to the MN_IR_DOTA-Gd (without POX in the structure). This 
modification procedure starts from the formation of mannan sodium alkoxide in anhydrous 
DMSO and accomplished by reaction of the last one with active POX chains, which were 
obtained by cationic ring-opening polymerization (CROP) in anhydrous acetonitrile. As a 
result, mannan-graft-poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) (denoted as MN_POX) with grafting density 
1 graft per 5 glucose units was obtained. The molecular weight of POX grafts was determined 
by mass spectrometry after termination of active chains with water: number-average 
molecular weight Mn = 870 g/mol, polydispersity Ð = Mw/Mn = 1.14, where Mw is the weight-
average molecular weight. Because polymerization of 2-methyl-2-oxazoline was initiated 
with allyl bromide, grafted POX chains have a double bond at the end. In order to introduce 
the FLI and MRI labels, this vinyl containing mannan derivative was then modified by the 
same procedure as for MN_IR_DOTA-Gd: introduction of primary amino groups by thiol-ene 
“click” reaction followed by complexation with the corresponding NHS esters. The amount of 
IR dye was determined spectrophotometrically in water and was found to be 0.72 and 0.66 
µmol/g in the MN_IR_DOTA-Gd and MN_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd conjugates, respectively. 
The content of gadolinium in the final products was determined by inductively coupled 
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plasma mass spectrometry and was found to be 0.252 and 0.26 mmol/g for MN_IR_DOTA-
Gd and MN_POX_IR_DOTA- . 

In order to characterize the aqueous solution behaviour of the prepared MN-based 
 light scattering measurements were conducted. To investigate the 

difference in Dhyd after mannan 
and PBS at concentration 1 mg/mL and compared to the same solutions of neat mannan 
(Table 2). The size distributions of neat and modified MN indicate the increase in 

Dhyd of both MN_IR_DOTA-Gd and 
MN_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd were ca. two times larger (~ 6 nm) than native MN (2.4 nm)
in order to determine the 
electrophoretic mobility measurements were done on the same solutions as for DLS. The 
small negative value of ZP in case of MN_IR_DOTA-
which had a ZP around 0 mV
MN- Table 2). 

 
Scheme 2. Synthesis paths for mannan modification: preparation of (A) 

MN_IR_DOTA-Gd and (B) MN_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd. 

In the case of MN_POX_IR_DOTA-  the presence of grafted POX chains led to a 
compare to the neutral character of the neat MN (Table 2). 

No substantive 
as a solvent for the investigated compounds. The values of Dhyd for neat MN as well as for 
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nm (Table 2)
a formation of counter ion layer (Table 2). 

2. -potential of the final MN-based conjugates 
obtained by DLS and electrophoretic respectively. 

 
D , nm - , mV 

PBS H2O PBS H2O 
Mannana  2.4 -5.6 0.2 
MN_IR_DOTA-Gd 6.6 6.2 -11.5 -4.0 
MN_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd .2 6.0 -   

  a– commercial (native) mannan from Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
   
The imaging properties of the prepared conjugates were analysed with the help of in 

vitro experiment on phantoms. Both mannan-based agents showed higher r1 and r2 relaxivities 
than the commercially available GM -Gd and 
MN_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd were comparable. Also MR signal and corresponding CNR values 
of MN-based probes were higher compared to GM (Figure 4 . 

 
Figure 4. (A) The MRI and FLI signals of the MN_IR_DOTA-

MN_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd and GM. CNR calculated from MR images and (B) fluorescence 
signal of the probes of various concentration of Gd3+ or fluorescence dye. (C) Representative 
MR images of the probes with different Gd3+ concentration – the numbers represents Gd3+ 
concentration expressed in mM; (D) the FLI images of the probes with different dye 
concentration; the numbers represents concentration of a fluorescent dye expressed in μg/mL. 
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-Gd and 
MN_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd agents were visualized at the injection sites by MRI and FLI 
techniques for 21 days. The fluorescence signal of MN_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd in muscle (the 
site of injection) was higher compared to MN_IR_DOTA-Gd within the first two days after 
the probes administration a prolongation of imaging window due to poly(2-methyl-
2-oxazoline) conjugation and proving a slower biodegradation of the conjugate (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5. (A) The representative T1-weighted MRI image of a mouse with injected 

MN_IR_DOTA-Gd probe into the hind leg; the arrow points the injection site. (B) The time 
course of fluorescence signal from the injection site (muscle). 

In addition the first day after the probes administration the higher FLI signal in the 
liver was visualized from MN_IR_DOTA-Gd compared to MN_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd
this trend persisted through the whole examination time (Figure 6 During the first day 

in case of MN_IR_DOTA-Gd confirming its faster degradation (Figure 6B). 

 
Figure 6. Time course of in vivo fluorescence signal originating from the liver (A) and 

the lymph nodes (B). Representative fluorescence images of mice after injection with 
MN_IR_DOTA-Gd and MN_POX_IR_DOTA-
lymph nodes (D). 
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After sacrifice of experimental animals, ex vivo fluorescence imaging of the harvested 
organs also confirmed lower accumulation of MN_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd in the liver, spleen 
and kidneys for all time intervals. The signals originating from the lymph nodes were 
comparable for both MN_IR_DOTA-Gd and MN_POX_IR_DOTA-Gd conjugates within 7, 
14 and 21 days after the probe administration and remained similar during the whole 
examination time. On the other hand, signal from organs (liver, spleen, kidneys) continuously 
decreased within time for both conjugates, demonstrating gradual biodegradation of mannan 
probes in vivo. 

The prepared mannan-based conjugates were shown to possess superior properties 
compared to the commercially available contrast agent GM including MR relaxivity and 
possibility of fluorescence imaging. Visualized accumulation of the agents in the lymph nodes 
confirmed its immune-targeted property and possible use of them in metastasis diagnostic. 
Moreover, the possibility of further modification for incorporation of specific drugs makes 
these structures promising candidates for nanomedicine application. 

3.2. Glycogen-based fibrous material for tissue engineering 

The allylated and propargylated glycogen (denoted as APG) was prepared by 
alkylation reaction of hydroxyl groups in the GG structure with the mixture of allyl and 
propargyl bromides in alkaline aqueous solution (Scheme 3). The presence of both double and 
triple bonds in APG structure allowed us to perform further modification of the material by 
functionalization via triple and crosslinking via double bonds in the same time. The degree of 
GG adjustment with allyl groups should be high enough to obtain a sufficiently crosslinked, 
water-insoluble material. According to our previous experiments (data not shown), when 
more than 36% of the hydroxyl groups in its structure are substituted with alkyl, glycogen 
becomes water insoluble. Additionally, because of the strong influence of functionalization 
degree on the rate of polysaccharides biodegradation, exceeding a specific value of 
functionalization can result in substantial decrease of enzymatic hydrolysis rate20. Therefore, 
the modification of the native GG was performed in a way to obtain APG with 15% of allyl 
and 5% of propargyl group substitution per D-glucose unit (calculated from 1H NMR spectra). 
Resulting GG-based derivate was used for the preparation of different 3D structures via 
freeze-drying, where morphology of the final material depends on the initial concentration of 
APG aqueous solution22. In this thesis 0.5 and 5.0 wt. % aqueous solutions of APG (denoted 
as APG-0.5 and APG-5, respectively) were used for the preparation of scaffolds. 
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Scheme 3. The modification procedure for GG allyl and propargyl derivatives preparation. 

The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of the GG-based freeze-dried 
materials show microfibers and sponge-like structures fabricated from 0.5 (Figure 7A) and 5.0 
wt. % (Figure 7B) aqueous solutions of APG, respectively. In the case of using APG-0.5 
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solution, the fibres with an average size of approximately 2.5 μm in diameter were formed, 
while lyophilisation of the APG-5 solution leaded to formation of sponge-like structures. In 
both cases the obtained materials were highly porous with fully interconnected pores. 

 
Figure 7. SEM micrographs of freeze-dried (A) APG-0.5, (B) APG-5 and after          

β-irradiation (C) APG-0.5 and (D) APG-5 materials. 

Insolubility in water is an essential feature for any material to be used in tissue 
engineering (TE) as a scaffold. Thus, presence of the double bonds in the allyl groups of APG 
was used to perform crosslinking. As a source of electron radiation the Microtron MT25 
accelerator with a high frequency source was used (experiments were conducted at Nuclear 
Physics Institute of the ASCR). The used microtron provides the incident electron beam      
(10 MeV, 25 µA, 2 kGy/min) that caused radically initiated crosslinking of APG samples. 
The fibrous structures from GG derivatives were exposed to different radiation doses in the 
range of 2-150 kGy. For the preparation of crosslinked GG-based material for tissue 
engineering purposes the radiation dose of 2 kGy was established as an optimal one. 

The obtained SEM micrographs of the irradiated APG-0.5 and APG-5 samples 
(Figure 7C, D) revealed no significant changes in the structure of materials compared to the 
non-irradiated ones. 

The biocompatibility of newly prepared GG-based materials and their interactions 
with living cells were studied in vitro with human osteoblast-like MG 63 cell line that was 
used as a model of bone tissue. The cell spreading area was significantly larger on the control 
PS dish compared to the tested GG sample for the whole investigation period (Table 3). 
Although, the presence of APG-0.5 sample in culture decreased the proliferation of MG 63 
cells, the morphology of the cells remained unchanged and they were distributed 
homogenously on the bottom of the dish. In addition, the number of cells increased 
continuously during the cultivation time and on 7th day of experiment its merging layer was 
created (Table 3). 

Table 3. The adhered cells and spreading area of human osteoblast-like MG 63 cells 
on the 1st, 3rd and 7th day after seeding on control polystyrene (PS), APG-0.5, APG-5, RGD-
APG-0.5 and RGD-APG-5 materials; grey colour denotes data from experiment with the 
glycogen materials modified with RGD peptide. 

Material 
Adhered cells, x 102 cells/cm2 

1st day  3rd day  7th day  

PS 101 ± 20 426 ± 30 162 ± 17 
APG-0.5 69 ± 17 165 ± 35 516±17 

PS 195 ± 44 323 ± 30 1315 ± 59 
RGD-APG-0.5 254 ± 26 435 ± 67 1471 ± 104 
RGD-APG-5 230 ± 21 354 ± 49 1310±130 

 

As it was mentioned above, the presence of triple bonds provides a possibility for 
additional functionalization of the material with some active moiety. In this thesis, the 

 

A B 

 

D C 
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modification of GG derivatives was done with azidopentanoic-GGGRGDSGGGY(125I)-NH2 
peptide (RGD) via copper-catalyzed alkyne-azide cycloaddition. Biological testing of 
resulting materials, denoted as RGD-APG-0.5 and RGD-APG-5 for 0.5 and 5.0 wt. % 
aqueous solutions, respectively, was conducted with the same cell line. In contrast to the first 
in vitro experiment, the population densities of cells cultivated with RGD-APG samples were 
higher than in polystyrene control dishes for RGD-APG-0.5 and comparable in case of RGD-
APG-5 (Figure 8, Table 3). Again, the number of osteoblast-like cells increased continuously 
during the investigated time and at the end of experiment and the confluent layer of cultivated 
cells was created (Figure 8C and F). 

   

   

   

Figure 8. Morphology of human osteoblast-like MG 63 cells on (A, D, G) day 1, (B, 
E, H) day 3and (C, F, I) – day 7, after seeding on a control polystyrene dish (G, H, I) or on the 
bottom of a cultivation dish with RGD-APG-0.5 (A, B, C) or RGD-APG-5 (D, E, F). The 
cells were stained with Texas Red C2-maleimide and Hoechst #33342. Olympus IX 50 
microscope and Olympus DP 70 digital camera; obj. 20x, bar = 200 μm. 

Therefore, the obtained results showed that the cells growing in the presence of GG-
based materials behaved physiologically without any signs of the cell damage. The 
preliminary biological investigations confirmed the possibility of using such systems as 
wound healing dressings and proved the beneficial effect of peptide on the cell growth. 

3.3. Synthesis of amphiphilic block copolymers and their modification 

Currently, a continuously increasing interest is devoted to the nanostructures 
assembled from amphiphilic polycations as non-viral gene delivery systems23. Among the 

A B 

D E 

C 

F 

G H I 
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variety of polyelectrolytes used as gene carriers, poly(2-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) 
(PDMAEMA) was widely studied24-26. However only few recent works are dedicated to 
preparation and investigation of new polymer systems based on its homologue – poly(2-
dimethylaminoethyl acrylate) (DMAEA). In this thesis, the novel pH- and thermo-responsive 
amphiphilic diblock copolymers, comprising an hydrophilic poly(2-dimethylaminoethyl 
acrylate) (PDMAEA) block and an amphiphilic poly(styrene-grad-2-dimethylaminoethyl 
acrylate) (P(S-grad-DMAEA)) block were synthesized. 

Because reactivity ratios of styrene (S) and DMAEA monomer mixture have not been 
studied yet, we started the synthesis of designed amphiphiles with the investigation of their 
reactivity ratios using 1H NMR spectroscopy. 

The experiments were conducted using five initial mixtures with the different feed 
composition of S and DMAEA containing 20, 40, 50, 60 and 80 mol. % of S (fs = 0.2, 0.4, 
0.5, 0.6 and 0.8), with a targeting degree of polymerization of 100. The kinetics of performed 
nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization (NMRP), using MONAMS as initiator and SG1 as 
a control agent, was followed by 1H NMR (Scheme 4A). The polymerizations were performed 
in a bulk at 112 °C and were stopped at 50-70 % of monomers conversion. 
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 Scheme 4. Synthetic procedure and chemical structure of the S and DMAEA 
copolymers prepared by NMRP. 

The monomer reactivity ratios of copolymerization initiated by MONAMS were 
determined with different methods, such as Mayo-Lewis27, Kelen-Tüdos28, nonlinear least-
squares29 and Skeist30, and were found to be rS = 1.16 and rDMAEA = 0.25. The results reveal 
that styrene is much more reactive than DMAEA and the formation of spontaneous gradient 
copolymer, with increasing amount of DMAEA within a chain length (P(S-grad-DMAEA)), 
is expected. 

Based on the obtained reactivity ratios of the comonomers S and DMAEA, 
spontaneous block-gradient P(S-grad-DMAEA) (named GX, with X the molar fraction of 
DMAEA in the copolymer) should be obtained using a batch copolymerization. This time, 
two different molar compositions of the resulting copolymers were targeted – FDMAEA = 50 
and FDMAEA = 30, which were denoted as G50 and G30, respectively. The kinetic plots of 
performed NMRP (from 1H NMR) with two different initial monomeric mixtures are 
represented in Figure 9. As one can see, the relationships of ln([M]0/[M]) versus time are 
linear within the whole reaction time, confirming well-controlled polymerization. Moreover, 
the experimental molar masses of the series of P(S-grad-DMAEA) copolymers increase 
linearly with the overall monomer conversion (Figure 10A for G50). The number average 



 
 

the Mn are slightly bigger than the theoretical ones. 

elution volumes throughout the copolymerization (Figure 10B for G50) support the controlled 
character of the bulk NMRP copolymerization. 
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Figure 9. Kinetic plot of [ ][ ]  versus time for a bulk NMP copolymerization of 
DMAEA and S at 112°C with the initial feed composition of DMAEA (fDMAEA) of 55 mol. % 
( ) and 30 mol. % ( linear regression. 

The obtained gradient copolymers were further successfully used to initiate a 
homopolymerization of DMAEA as a second block using again NMRP (Scheme 4B). The 
resulting two amphiphilic diblock copolymers of structure P(S

0.5
-grad-DMAEA

0.5
) -b-

P(DMAEA)50 and P(S -grad-DMAEA0.3) -b-PDMAEA40 were denoted as DG50 and 
their self-

ionic strength and temperature on the formation of nanoaggregates were studied. 
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Figure 10. (A) The evolution of Mn and Mw/Mn with conversion for performed NMRP 

of P(S0.5–grad–DMAEA0.5)  (G50) and (B) the SEC elution curves of p(DMAEA-grad-S) 
copolymer with DMAEA/S ratio 50/50 (G50) from a viscosity detector (using universal 
calibration analysis). 

The self-assembling behaviour of the copolymers under different pH was then 
investigated using DLS technique. Experiments were conducted using an auto-titration set-
which allowed to simultaneously change pH of solution and to measure the corresponding 
hydrodynamic diameter (Dhyd) of the created nanostructures (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11. (A) DLS titration curves for aqueous solution of block-gradient copolymer 

P(S0.5-grad-DMAEA0.5) -b-PDMAEA50 (DG50) and (B) P(S0. -grad-DMAEA0.3) -b-
PDMAEA40 (DG30) at concentration 0.1 wt. %. 

Aggregates of about 20 nm for DG50 and 30 nm for DG30 are formed at low 
ionization degree (around pH 8). W
repulsion 
dissociation of the aggr which is confirmed by the low value 
of Dhyd at high  values (Dhyd ~ 5 nm). We assumed that the formed spherical aggregates 
correspond to micelle-like structures comprising a hydrophobic P(S-grad-DMAEA) core and 
a hydrophilic PDMAEA shell. When decreasing  the the self-

 and 5 for DG50 
difference can be explained by a higher fraction of styrene in the associating block for DG30 

. % of styrene) compared to DG50 (50 mol. % of styrene
dissociation of the aggregates into unimers with increasing  
pH-controlled self-assembly of the copolymers is reversible. When the solutions are brought 
back to  = 1 e DLS titration curves overlay (Figure 11). 

For deeper characterization of the self-assembling behaviour of the diblocks in the 
aqueous solution small angle neutron scattering (SANS) experiments were conducted on the 
copolymers dispersed in D2O at different  values. An adjustment of targeted  values was 
done by adding concentrated solutions of NaOD (40 wt. %) or DCl (35 wt. %) in deuterium 
oxide. The obtained SANS data are shown in Figure 12. 
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Figure 12. (A) Scattering intensity (I) as a function of scattering wave vector (q) at 

different ionisation degrees and (B) evolution of the aggregation number (Nagg
and core radius of micelles (Rc
(P(S0.5-grad-DMAEA0.5) -b-P(DMAEA)50) block-gradient copolymers solutions in 
deuterium oxide at concentration 10 wt. %. 
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The synthesized copolymer DG50 was further modified via typical peptide chemistry 
approach (Scheme 5) in order to obtain a primary amino group containing polymer. This 
primary amino groups-terminated polymer was then labelled with fluorescent dyes Atto488 or 
Atto655 as the corresponding NHS esters, resulting in the functionalized amphiphilic diblock 
copolymers for preliminary biological tests as a model of self-assembled stimuli-sensitive 
nanostructures, denoted as DG50-488 and DG50-655, respectively. 
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Scheme 5. Modification procedure for DG50 amphiphilic copolymer. 

Cytotoxicity of the modified diblock copolymer was studied on HeLa and primary 
fibroblast cell lines. The in vitro viability of both tested cell types did not possess significant 
difference after incubation with the prepared diblock copolymers, revealing non-toxicity of 
the obtained materials. There was only a small decrease in viability of fibroblasts at quite high 
concentration of both DG50-488 and DG40-655 copolymers. The biocompatibility test 
revealed a possibility of using these materials as a perspective drug- or gene delivery systems. 

 
Figure 13. The intracellular tracking of (A, B, C) DG50-488 and (D, E, F) DG50-655 

polymers. The cells were incubated with polymer for 2 (A, D), 6 (B, E) and 24 (C, F) hours 
before LSCM. Lysosomes were stained by LysoTracker Yellow (coloured green), the nuclei 
were stained by Hoechst 33342 (coloured blue) and polymers are coloured red. 
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Laser scanning confocal microscopy (LSCM) was used for the evaluation of 
intracellular tracking of fluorescence labelled polymers and their colocalization with 
lysosomes. The obtained results from confocal microscopy studies, represented on the Figure 
13, show that the labelled copolymer is located in the cell membrane after 2 h of incubation 
(Figure 13A, D). However, because of the cationic character of the copolymer, within time it 
is able to internalize and accumulate into the lysosomes (Figure 13B, C). Interestingly, the 
behaviour of the two labelled polymers was not identical. Despite the low amount of labels in 
the copolymers they play an important role in the localization of nanostructures in vitro. Thus, 
after 24 h of cell incubation with the functionalized polymers, DG50-488 micelles were 
localized mainly inside lysosomes, while micelles from DG50-655 were present both on the 
cell membrane surface and in the lysosomes. The possible reason for such difference can be 
the more cationic character of Atto655 label compared to Atto488. Therefore, for design and 
preparation of novel nanoagents for biomedicine, not only a proper polymer but also a 
specific label for it functionalization have to be carefully considered. 

 

4. Conclusions 

• Natural polysaccharide glycogen (GG) was successfully modified in order to obtain the 
novel hybrid nanostructures for drug delivery and diagnostic purposes. Grafting of 
polysaccharide structure with the biocompatible poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) chains was 
performed in order to tune the biodegradation process. The prepared GG-based hybrid 
systems were functionalized with both fluorescence and magnetic resonance imaging 
agents, which allows following the fate of the administrated compounds simultaneously 
by different techniques. Intracellular localization, cytotoxicity and internalization route of 
modified glycogen derivatives were examined on HepG2 cell line, while biodistribution 
of the obtained hybrid materials was investigated by in vivo fluorescence imaging using 
C57BL/6 mice. The biological tests prove biocompatibility, non-toxicity and 
biodegradability of the prepared GG-based hybrid systems. Moreover, externally 
administrated modified glycogen has been shown to degrade the same way as an 
endogenous one. 
 

• An easy synthetic approach was used for modification of another natural polysaccharide 
– mannan (MN) in order to obtain novel hybrid systems as multimodal imaging probes 
for diagnostic purposes. The obtained mannan-based conjugates contained both 
fluorescence IR dye and Gd3+ MRI contrast agent in the structure and possessed sufficient 
sensitivity for in vivo fluorescence imaging and superior MR properties compared to a 
commercial contrast agent. Visualized accumulation of the agents in the lymph nodes 
confirmed the immune-targeted property of the newly prepared polysaccharide-based 
conjugates and possible use of them in metastasis diagnostics. 
 

• Modified glycogen was used to prepare fibrous and sponge-like structure by simple 
“green” method for regenerative tissue engineering purposes. Electron beam processing 
of obtained architectures provided cross-linked, water-insoluble materials. Biological 
investigation of the prepared systems proved its non-toxicity and beneficial effect on the 
growth of adjacent cells. 
 

• Amphiphilic diblock copolymers of S and DMAEA with a gradient structure of 
associating block were synthesized using nitroxide-mediated controlled radical 
polymerization. Characterization of their behaviour in aqueous solutions and results from 
preliminary biological test proved their potential as nanocarriers for bioactive cargo 
delivery. 
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